
Cutout Change Out
Chief Judge: Bob Kinstler

(Apprentice Event)
Mean time: 10 minutes

Drop dead: 12 minutes

EVENT SUMMARY:

This event simulates a blown cutout on a fiberglass arm. The contestant will open the cut-out and
remove the risers with the hot stick that will be located on the pole hanging by the neutral. The
contestant will change the cutout and return the risers and close the door before climbing down.
Time stops when touching the ground.

EVENT DESCRIPTION:

1.  Contestant will have 5 minutes to set up. All questions for the judge must be asked at
this time.

2.  Event starts at the judge's signal with the fall arrest system detached from the pole.

3.  The neutral will be covered for event. Competitor does not have to cover neutral.

4.  When time starts climbers will put together new risers and hot line clamps to new cutout
competitor must have bag to bring up new and let down old.
.

5.  Cutouts will be pulled up by hand line / drop line.

6. Gaffs must be guarded when performing ground work.

.        7. Time stops when climber touches ground.

8. Competitor must open and close cutout using the eye of the cutout door

9.  Judging will continue until the cutout is returned to normal on the ground.

Equipment provided:

1. Shotgun stick
2. Canvas bag on pole
3. 2-Rubber hoses
4. Split blanket

Time stops when the apprentice’s first foot touches the ground. The fall arrest must remain
attached for proper adjustment verification by the event judge.



Rodeo Material List 2018

Cutout Change Out

Cutout Bracket Hubbell ISBM12CTB
Hot Line Clamp
Cutout Chance CP710112
Dead End Bell Ohio Brass 4010150215
Dead End Shoe ADEZ-47
Clevis Chance 0337
Spool Chance DE455
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